SPOKEN-TUTORIAL

It is well known that seeing and hearing to someone explaining a process greatly improves understanding. Spoken tutorial is one such process which will help us to learn and use open source software. The Spoken Tutorial project is the initiative of the ‘Talk to a Teacher’ activity of the National Mission on Education through Information and Communication Technology (ICT), launched by the Ministry of Human Resources and Development, Government of India.

Be a Part of the Spoken Tutorial Project

The Spoken Tutorial Project-IIT Bombay welcomes one and all to be a part of an IT revolution and contribute to spread awareness amongst students, teachers and other individuals of society. We can contribute as a -

1. SELF Workshop Organiser
2. SELF Workshop RESOURCE Center

1. SELF Workshop Organiser:

Any Student/Staff/Officer/Faculty member can make the first contact with the Spoken Tutorial team, IIT Bombay. Faculty member/Staff/Officer/Teacher becomes in-charge of organizing the training workshops. The Organiser will arrange the computer lab and coordinate with students, say 20-30, and fix a date and timing for the first workshop. He/She will take care of all the prerequisites as per the checklist, for successful conduction of the workshops. He/She will be in touch with the Spoken Tutorial team, IIT Bombay, on a regular basis to ensure that the training is successfully completed.

2. SELF Workshop RESOURCE Center

Any college/ university which wish to contribute towards IT literacy and awareness can become a RESOURCE (Robust Extensions for Spoken Tutorial project on Open Source Software Usage for Recruitment, Community and Education) Center. A RESOURCE Center can conduct remote SELF workshops in its college, for other colleges and can also train other colleges and schools in conducting Spoken Tutorial SELF workshops.

Benefits

A RESOURCE Center will be awarded an Appreciation Letter from Spoken Tutorial project, IIT Bombay. RESOURCE Centers can mention that they are authorized RESOURCE Centers of Spoken Tutorial project, IIT Bombay on their website and in their advertisements.
Students attending online test on Java on 30/10/2013

Students attending online test on Linux on 28/10/2013
Students attending online video conferencing

Students attending tutorial classes under QEEE